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A chemical probe for BAG1 targets androgen
receptor-positive prostate cancer
through oxidative stress signaling pathway

Nane C. Kuznik,1,12 Valeria Solozobova,1,12 Irene I. Lee,2,3 Nicole Jung,4 Linxiao Yang,5 Karin Nienhaus,5

Emmanuel A. Ntim,1 Jaice T. Rottenberg,2,3 Claudia Muhle-Goll,6,7 Amrish Rajendra Kumar,1 Ravindra Peravali,1

Simone Gräßle,4 Victor Gourain,8 Célia Deville,9 Laura Cato,2,3 Antje Neeb,1 Marco Dilger,1

Christina A. Cramer von Clausbruch,1 Carsten Weiss,1 Bruno Kieffer,9 G. Ulrich Nienhaus,1,5,10,11 Myles Brown,2,3

Stefan Bräse,4,7,* and Andrew C.B. Cato1,13,*

SUMMARY

BAG1 is a family of polypeptides with a conserved C-terminal BAG domain that
functions as a nucleotide exchange factor for the molecular chaperone HSP70.
BAG1 proteins also control several signaling processes including proteostasis,
apoptosis, and transcription. The largest isoform, BAG1L, controls the activity
of the androgen receptor (AR) and is upregulated in prostate cancer. Here, we
show that BAG1L regulates AR dynamics in the nucleus and its ablation attenu-
ates AR target gene expression especially those involved in oxidative stress
and metabolism. We show that a small molecule, A4B17, that targets the BAG
domain downregulates AR target genes similar to a complete BAG1L knockout
and upregulates the expression of oxidative stress-induced genes involved in
cell death. Furthermore, A4B17 outperformed the clinically approved antagonist
enzalutamide in inhibiting cell proliferation and prostate tumor development in a
mouse xenograft model. BAG1 inhibitors therefore offer unique opportunities
for antagonizing AR action and prostate cancer growth.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular chaperones of the HSP70 family control several cellular processes such as protein folding, pro-

tein translocation, and protein degradation. To achieve these functions, HSP70 works together with a large

number of cochaperones, one of which is the nucleotide exchange factor BAG1 (Bracher and Verghese,

2015). Human BAG1 is made of a family of four polypeptides (BAG1L, BAG1M, BAG1, and BAG1S) trans-

lated from a single mRNA through different post-transcriptional mechanisms (Takayama et al., 1998; Yang

et al., 1998). These include the control of 50cap-dependent and independent translation by RNA

G-quadruplex, and the use of a leaky scanning mechanism from a non-canonical CUG start codon or an

internal ribosomal entry site (Coldwell et al., 2001; Jodoin et al., 2019). Structurally, the BAG1 proteins

possess a conserved C-terminal BAG domain with which they bind to and regulate HSP70 activity (Sonder-

mann et al., 2001) but divergent N-terminal regions suggesting their involvement in other isoform-specific

functions in addition to their intrinsic chaperone activity (Sharp et al., 2004).

BAG1L, the largest of the BAG1 family of proteins, is the only member that is localized to the nucleus whereas

the other smaller members are cytoplasmic. In the nucleus, BAG1L interacts with transcription factors such as

the androgen and estrogen receptors (AR and ER) or cJun, to enhance their activity (Da Costa et al., 2010; Cu-

tress et al., 2003; Shatkina et al., 2003). We have previously reported that BAG1L uses its conserved BAG

domain to interact with the AR N-terminal domain (NTD) to enhance its activity (Cato et al., 2017; Shatkina

et al., 2003). Because the AR NTD is an important domain for the transactivation function of the AR (Yu

et al., 2020) and the AR a key driver of prostate cancer, small molecules targeting the BAG-ARNTD interaction

interface would inhibit AR activity and function as prostate cancer therapeutics (Lee et al., 2019).

So far all currently approved prostate cancer therapies aimed at inhibiting AR action target the AR C-ter-

minal ligand-binding domain (LBD) (Fujii and Kagechika, 2019). Although this approach is initially
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successful, these therapies fail after about 2–3 years and patients develop a more aggressive form of the

disease termed castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) that, in most cases, is still dependent on AR

signaling for growth (Culig et al., 2002; Galletti et al., 2017; Zegarra-Moro et al., 2002). Progression to

CRPC with ongoing AR signaling is because of several factors, one of which is the expression of constitu-

tively active AR splice variants (AR-Vs) that lack the C-terminal AR LBD but carry the N-terminal and DNA

binding domains (Ware et al., 2014).

Developing inhibitors to the AR NTD is technically challenging because it is intrinsically disordered and

lacks rigid pockets for drugs to bind. Several attempts to directly target this AR domain have met major

setbacks (Schweizer et al., 2018). We have recently reported the development of a compound, A4B17,

that disrupts the BAG1L–AR NTD interaction and inhibits the proliferation of AR positive prostate cancer

cells (Kuznik et al., 2021). In this report, we present data to support a dual function of A4B17 in inhibiting AR

activity. We show that A4B17 attenuates the expression of AR target genes especially those that regulate

oxidative stress andmetabolism in a similar manner as a BAG1L knockout. Moreover, A4B17 functionsmore

efficaciously than the clinically approved AR antagonist enzalutamide in enhancing the expression of a sub-

set of genes distinct from androgen responsive-genes, a number of which are oxidative stress-induced

genes involved in cell death. Furthermore, A4B17 outperforms enzalutamide in a mouse xenograft model

of prostate cancer under castration conditions. Collectively, these studies demonstrate that A4B17 uses

both positive and negative regulatory activities to inhibit prostate cancer cell growth and identify BAG1

chemical probes as important tools for prostate cancer therapy.

RESULTS

Loss of BAG1L alters AR dynamics

BAG1L-mediated enhancement of AR activity is reported to occur through regulated AR chromatin binding

(Cato et al., 2017) but it is unclear how this is triggered by the cochaperone. We therefore analyzed the

impact of BAG1L on AR dynamics by single-molecule tracking (SMT) within the nuclei of BAG1L knockout

(KO) and control LNCaP cells (Cato et al., 2017) using a widefield microscope with single-molecule sensi-

tivity (Figures 1A–1C).

Figure 1. Loss of BAG1L alters AR dynamics in the nucleus

Histograms of the number of mEos2-AR fusion protein trajectories versus the diffusion coefficient,D (on a logarithmic scale). The data were obtained by SMT

analysis of widefield fluorescence images of nuclei of (A) control and (B) BAG1L KO cells.

(C) Schematic depiction of SMT. Individual AR molecules in the cell nucleus (green, red, blue triangles) are localized by the emission from an attached

fluorophore (here, mEos2) in successive image frames. The positions of each AR molecule are connected to visualize its diffusion (right, black arrows). These

traces are analyzed to determine the average diffusion coefficient, (D) and standard deviations.

(D) Cells lines used in this work.

(E–G) Data obtained by SMT analysis of widefield fluorescence images of nuclei of BAG1L KO rescue, BAG1L KO control, and BAG1L KO cells transduced

with mutated BAG1L.
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For the SMT experiments, an N-terminal fusion construct of the AR and mEos2, a green-to-red photocon-

vertible fluorescent protein (Nienhaus et al., 2006) was transiently transfected into LNCaP control and

BAG1L KO cells. To confirm that the results obtained are because of a loss of BAG1L, mEos2-AR was further

transfected into BAG1L KO cells rescued with a BAG1L wild-type (BAG1L rescue), or transfected with an

empty expression vector (BAG1L KO control) or overexpressing a mutant BAG1L defective in AR binding

(BAG1LcMut) (Cato et al., 2017) (Figures 1A, 1B, and 1D–1G). We note that the BAG1L KO control, BAG1L

rescue, and BAG1LcMut cells were obtained from the BAG1L KO cells by a different selection protocol than

the one used in generating the BAG1L KO cell line from the wild-type control cells (Cato et al., 2017). There-

fore, although the rescue cells could be compared with each other, they should not be directly compared

with the control and BAG1L KO cell lines.

Before the SMT experiments, the cells were treated with 10 nM dihydrotestosterone (DHT) for 2 h. Image

sequences were taken with 30 ms camera dwell time for a total of 2 min per cell. The use of weak 405-nm

irradiation to sparsely photoconvert mEos2 to its red-emitting form and 561-nm light for fluorescence exci-

tation of this species allowed us to record trajectories of individual mEos2-AR molecules (Figure 1C). These

were extracted from the image sequences and analyzed to yield diffusion coefficients, D. The data are

shown in Figures 1A and 1B, and 1E- 1G as histograms of the number of events (trajectories) versus the

(decadic) logarithm ofD. For all five cell lines, the histograms can be well fitted with a sum of three Gaussian

distributions, representing fractions with distinctly different dynamics. Global fits were performed,

declaring the widths and center positions (average D values) as shared parameters with the assumption

that the same three AR populations are present in all cell types but at different ratios. These values are

compiled in Table 1, together with the fractional populations returned by the fits and the number of trajec-

tories. We note that the significant widths of the distributions originate predominantly from the fact that

single mEos2-AR molecules can only be tracked for a few frames, which results in a large uncertainty in

the determination of D from an individual trajectory. However, taking an average over a large ensemble

of trajectories allowed us to determine D with high precision.

A fast-diffusing fraction, ARF (shaded green), with diffusion coefficient,DF = 0.186G 0.010mm2s�1 was iden-

tified in all the samples (Table 1). This fraction is not diffusing freely but possibly experiencing brief and

non-specific binding events because of random collisions and it increased from 0.40 G 0.01 in the control

cells to 0.53 G 0.01 in the BAG1L KO cells (Table 1). A comparable increase was found when the BAG1L-

rescue cells were compared with their corresponding vector transduced cells or BAG1LcMut cells (Table 1),

indicating that the lack of BAG1L or BAG1L with an impaired binding to the AR favors faster diffusion of

the AR.

Two Gaussians were identified associated with slowly diffusing fractions, ARS1 (shaded red) and ARS2

(shaded blue), centered on DS1 = 0.024 G 0.002mm2s�1 and DS2 = 0.044 G 0.002mm2s�1. These values

are in the same range as the ones reported for AR-YFP and histone H2B-YFP (D = 0.056 G 0.003mm2s�1

and 0.040 G 0.0023mm2s�1) (Van Royen et al., 2014) as chromatin binding factors and could represent spe-

cific and non-specific binding to chromatin. In the control cells, only a single slow fraction, ARS1, was iden-

tified but in the BAG1L KO cells, this fraction was reduced by 50% to generate ARS2 in the ratio 0.31 (ARS1) to

0.16 (ARS2). Because AR chromatin binding is reduced in the BAG1L KO cells in our previous ChIP-seq

studies (Cato et al., 2017), the ARS1 fraction most likely represents specific binding of AR to chromatin. Sup-

port for this comes from the finding that ARS1 is increased in the BAG1L KO-rescue cells, compared to its

Table 1. Single molecule tracking of mEos2AR in LNCaP cells with different BAG1L expression levels

Celltype # Trajectories Fraction (S1) Fraction (S2) Fraction (F)

Control 6881 0.60 G 0.02 0.00 0.40 G 0.01

Bag1L KO 8014 0.31 G 0.01 0.16 G 0.01 0.53 G 0.01

Bag1L KO - rescue 6223 0.47 G 0.01 0.13 G 0.01 0.40 G 0.01

Bag1L KO - control 5648 0.13 G 0.05 0.27 G 0.05 0.60 G 0.05

Bag1L KO - cMut 3185 0.13 G 0.02 0.28 G 0.03 0.59 G 0.02

log (D/mm2s�1) �1.627 G 0.142 �1.358 G 0.059 �0.731 G 0.041

Diffusion coefficient, D (mm2s�1) 0.024 G 0.002 0.044 G 0.002 0.186 G 0.010

log (FWHM/mm2s�1) 1.06 G 0.07 0.77 G 0.07 0.83 G 0.07
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control (BAG1L KO control) or the BAG1LcMut cells. This is consistent with our ChIP-seq results that AR

binding to chromatin is compromised in the BAG1L KO control and BAG1LcMut cells but increased in

the BAG1L-rescue cells (Cato et al., 2017). Thus, BAG1L-mediated effects on AR dynamics correlate well

with its effects on AR chromatin binding events.

BAG1L binding site and regulation of androgen-mediated ROS gene expression

Because AR dynamics require prior interaction of BAG1L with the AR, we sought to determine the precise

interaction site of this cochaperone on the AR NTD. We have previously identified ARt5 as a binding

domain for BAG1L in the AR NTD (Cato et al., 2017; Shatkina et al., 2003), but we now use mutational

studies to fine map the binding site. We carried out a mammalian-one-hybrid experiment in which the

transactivation functions of a wild-type and mutant ARt5 constructs were analyzed in the presence of

increasing amounts of BAG1L (Figure 2A). Alanine substitutions of amino acid residues at L391, W397

and C404 that displayed reduced resonance intensities upon interaction with the BAG domain in our pre-

vious NMR experiments (Cato et al., 2017) did not alter the gene expression enhancing effect of BAG1L.

The same observation was made for ARt5 constructs where the activation motif WHTLF (Dehm et al.,

2007) was changed to AHTAA (Figure 2A). Instead, deletion of the polyproline sequence particularly in

combination with C404A (DPro/C404A) decreased BAG1L action whereas a double mutation C404A/

R405A that extended the polyalanine residues rather enhanced BAG1L action (Figure 2A). We next demon-

strated in a mammalian-two-hybrid experiment that the enhancing or inhibitory action of BAG1L toward

the ARt5 mutations occurred through changes in interaction of the two proteins. In this assay, yeast

Gal4-DBD (pM) alone was not able to increase the activity of a Gal4 reporter gene, not even when it was

cotransfected with the activator VP16. Neither did Gal4-ARt5 produce any transactivation on its own. How-

ever, transactivation was observed when Gal4-ARt5 was expressed with VP16-BAG1L indicating an interac-

tion of ARt5 with BAG1L. We showed that the amino acid substitutions that extended the polyalanine tract

in ARt5 increased binding to BAG1L whereas the DPro/C404A mutation reduced interaction (Figure 2B).

Figure 2. BAG1L binding sites and regulation of androgen-mediated ROS gene expression Identification of BAG1L regulatory element in ARt5

(A) Mammalian one-hybrid assay in HeLa cells transfected with the indicated ARt5 constructs linked to Gal4 DBD and increasing concentrations of BAG1L.

The results are the mean of at least three independent experiments GSEM, relative to the empty BAG1L expression vector. *p% 0.05, **p% 0.01 and ****p

% 0.0001.

(B) Mammalian two-hybrid assay performed in HeLa cells transfected with the indicated ARt5 constructs linked to Gal4 DBD in the presence of BAG1L-VP16

fusion plasmid or VP-16 plasmid. The results show the mean of three independent experiments GSEM *p % 0.05 and ***p % 0.001. RLF stands for relative

luciferase activity.

(C–E) Quantitative RT-PCR showing androgen-mediated gene expression of BAG1L-target genes in LNCaP cells in the presence and absence of a control

peptide (CPP-NLS) or the BAG1L binding site peptide (CPP-NLS-AR 385-405). The bar charts represent the average relative gene expressionGSEM (n = 4–7,

*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***:< p 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001). See also Figures S1–S3.
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The interaction between BAG1L and ARt5 was further investigated by mapping the interaction region of

the ARt5 fragments on the BAG1L protein surface using 1H, 15N NMR chemical shift perturbation experi-

ments. Peptides covering regions of ARt5 previously identified as potential binding sites were added to a

sample of 15N-labeled BAG domain and the composite chemical shift differences were reported for each

residue of BAG1L sequence (Figure S1A). Peptide PM206 that covers both the polyproline and polyalanine

sequences in ARt5 caused small but distinct chemical shifts in the BAG domain sequence whereas these

perturbations were not observed for peptide PM205 that covers only the polyproline and upstream se-

quences (Figures S1B and S1C) (see Figure S1D for the entire spectrum). Intriguingly, the perturbation

pattern observed for PM206 was identical to the one generated by PM153, a smaller fragment restricted

to the polyalanine sequence adjacent to PM205 (Figure S1C). Other regions of the AR NTD analyzed in

this study did not produce any significant chemical shift perturbations.

Thus, the ARt5 region encompassing the polyalanine stretch encoded in the PM153 peptide was identified

as a specific low-affinity binding site for the BAG domain. Note that PM153 carries the polyalanine stretch

that has previously been reported to adopt a partially folded structure in an unfolded AR NTD (McEwan,

2012; DeMol et al., 2016) and has been suggested as a potential interaction site for trans-acting factors.

An extended alanine stretch tends to fold into a-helices and would further increase folding (Bernacki

and Murphy, 2011) providing a possible explanation for the increased BAG1L effect observed for the dou-

ble C404A/R405A mutant. The absence of a direct interaction between the polyproline region and BAG1L

suggests an allosteric action of the proline rich region on the BAG1L/ARt5 interaction through either

conformational changes or modulation of ARt5 self-association properties. The amino acids in the BAG

domain with resonances perturbed by the interaction (E283, E326, N328, V325, and K279 in Figure S1B)

map to a region that is next to the HSC70 binding site but does not form part of the BAG1/HSC70 binding

interface (Briknarova et al., 2001) (Figure S1E). This suggests that the HSC70/HSP70 and AR binding sites on

the BAG domain are non-overlapping and could therefore be targeted separately.

To determine whether the interaction of BAG1L with the AR NTD and its effect on AR dynamics target a

distinct subset of AR-regulated genes, we reanalyzed our previous RNA-seq datasets in the control and

BAG1L KO cells (Cato et al., 2017) by calculating the fold change in androgen-mediated expression of

each gene using a fold difference cutoff of 1.5. The expressed genes were plotted as scatterplot matrix

with LNCaP control vehicle (EtOH) versus DHT-regulated genes plotted on the x-axis and LNCaP BAG1L

KO EtOH vs DHT-regulated genes plotted on the y-axis (Figure S2A). We then performed gene ontology

analysis using the Broad Institute Molecular Signature Database (MSigDB) (Liberzon et al., 2011; Subrama-

nian et al., 2005) and found, as previously reported, that most of the BAG1L-regulated genes were associ-

ated with ‘androgen response’. In addition, we discovered that several of the BAG1L-regulated androgen

response genes are associated with oxidative stress and metabolic processes (Figure S2B). These genes

are indicated purple in Figure S2A, and some of them are labeled. Quantitative RT-PCR studies carried

out to validate the expression of a select number of genes identified the classical androgen-regulated

genes KLK3, FKBP5 and Proaccelerin (F5) (Klee et al., 2012), as well as androgen-regulated redox genes

MICAL1, DUOX1 and NNT as significantly impaired by the loss of BAG1L (Figure S2C). MICAL1 is a multi-

domain flavoprotein monooxygenase ROS producing enzyme involved in cancer cell growth and survival

(Deng et al., 2018), and dual oxidase 1 (DUOX1) is also an ROS producing enzyme. Nicotinamide nucleotide

transhydrogenase (NNT) is a mitochondrial redox-induced proton pump that links NADPH synthesis to the

mitochondrial metabolic pathway. These enzymes are all involved in mitochondrial and extra-mitochon-

drial redox reactions either to regenerate NADPH fromNADH (Li et al., 2018) or to catalyze redox reactions

using NADPH as a co-enzyme (Alto and Terman, 2018).

We evaluated whether the BAG1L-mediated regulation of the AR-target genes could be linked to BAG1L

interaction with the polyalanine track at the AR NTD by allowing prostate cancer cells to take up a FITC-

labeled version of PM153 peptide taggedwith a nuclear localization signal sequence (NLS) and a cell-pene-

trating peptide (CPP). As a control, we used FITC-labeled CPP-NLS peptide without the AR sequence. The

rationale of the study was to determine whether the N-terminal PM153 sequence is an important contrib-

utor to AR action and whether it could squelch potential endogenous binding factors (including BAG1L)

needed for AR activity. In fluorescence microscopy studies, the control and AR peptides were efficiently

taken up by the cells as illustrated by the results in LNCaP cells (Figure S3A). The control CPP-NLS peptide

had no effect or increased the DHT response compared to the vehicle (DMSO)-treated cells. In contrast, the

peptide with the AR sequence (CPP-NLS AR 385-405) decreased androgen response as illustrated by the
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downregulation of some of the AR target genes (F5 and FKBP5) (Figure 2C), including the redox genes

(DUOX1, MICAL1) that were also downregulated in the BAG1L KO cells (Figure 2D). The inhibitory effect

of the peptide was not unspecific as the expression of other genes such as the AR or BAG1 was not altered

in the absence or presence of hormone (Figure 2E). To exclude a cell line specific effect, we also carried out

peptide uptake studies in the CRPC prostate cancer cell line LNCaP95 and similar results were obtained

(Figure S3B).

A4B17 attenuates the expression of androgen response genes

We next used the small molecule A4B17 that we have recently reported to disrupt the BAG1L–AR NTD

interaction (Kuznik et al., 2021) to determine whether it would inhibit AR action similarly to what we re-

ported for the BAG1L KO cells. RNA-seq experiments were first carried out in LNCaP cells treated with

either vehicle, DHT, A4B17, or A4B17 + DHT and Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) was performed

to identify pathways that are enriched in each dataset. We found that the Hallmark Androgen Response

pathway is enriched in the DHT dataset, but significantly attenuated in the A4B17 + DHT dataset (Fig-

ure 3A). We further found that the Hallmarks Fatty Acid Metabolism and Cholesterol Homeostasis were

also significantly attenuated in the A4B17 + DHT dataset when compared to the DHT only treatment.

Because lipid biosynthetic pathways are major AR targets (Han et al., 2018; Zadra et al., 2019), our finding

that they are downregulated by A4B17 provides significant evidence of AR antagonistic properties of

A4B17. Quantitative RT-PCR experiments confirmed A4B17-mediated downregulation of the classical

AR targets (e.g KLK3 and FKBP5) as well as genes in the redox and metabolic pathways (MICAL1, SAT1,

DUOX1, andGNMT) (Figure 3B). We next compared our A4B17 RNA-seq dataset with the differential regu-

lated genes derived from the BAG1L KO matrix (Figure S2A) and found in the heatmap that a number of

genes, especially those involved in redox homeostasis, were regulated similarly between A4B17 and

BAG1L KO datasets (Figure 3C). As further proof that A4B17 functions through BAG1L, we carried out

quantitative real-time PCR studies on a select number of genes identified in the heatmap to show that

the inhibitory action of A4B17 was absent or impaired in the BAG1L KO cells compared to the control cells

(Figure 3D).

The link between BAG1L and the oxidative stress pathway was further established by determining the level

of reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced in the control compared to the KO cells using the fluorescent

probe 20,70-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCF). Treatment of control LNCaP cells with the synthetic

androgen R1881 resulted in a small but significant increase in ROS production as previously reported

(Basu et al., 2009; Ripple et al., 1997). Strikingly, the ROS level in the BAG1L KO cells was strongly reduced

and did not show any further increase upon R1881 treatment (Figure 3E). We also showed that R1881-medi-

ated increase in ROS is reduced in LNCaP cells by A4B17 (Figure 3F).

We then used the flavoprotein inhibitor diphenyleneiodonium (DPI) that blocks ROS production resulting

from the action of NAD(P)H oxidases (Altenhöfer et al., 2015; O’Donnell et al., 1994) to demonstrate the

involvement of ROS in BAG1L action. Proliferation in control and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells was analyzed

in the presence of DPI. Although proliferation of the control cells was decreased by DPI this did not occur

in the BAG1L KO cells that already showed a reduced proliferation (Figure S4). Combined, these results

show that BAG1L controls AR activity and proliferation in part, via the production of ROS.

A4B17 action in different prostate cancer cell lines

As A4B17 interacts with the conserved BAG domain of BAG1 (Kuznik et al., 2021), it may control the action

not only BAG1L but also the cytoplasmic BAG1 proteins previously reported to present client proteins to

the proteasome for degradation (Abildgaard et al., 2020; Demand et al., 2001; Hantouche et al., 2017). We

therefore assessed whether changes in AR expression levels occur in immunoblot assays when LNCaP (con-

trol and BAG1L KO) and 22Rv.1 cells were treated with A4B17 (10�9– 10�5 M). A slightly reduced AR level

was detected at the highest A4B17 concentration (10�5 M) (Figure S5), suggesting that destabilization or

degradation of AR may contribute to the attenuation of AR’s activity. Under the same conditions, the level

of the BAG1 proteins was not altered. The only difference observed in BAG1 levels was the reported

increased expression of the cytoplasmic BAG1 proteins that occurred following the knockout of BAG1L

(Cato et al., 2017).

We next used the control and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells in clonogenic experiments to determine whether

the reported inhibition of proliferation of AR-positive cells by A4B17 (Kuznik et al., 2021) also required
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the cytoplasmic BAG1 proteins. Clonal expansion of the control LNCaP cells was inhibited with an IC50 of

2.81 G 0.70 mM whereas an approximately 10-fold higher concentration (IC50 = 20.59 G 2.36 mM) was

needed for the inhibition of the BAG1L KO cells (Figures 4A and 4B). Thus, it appears that all BAG1 pro-

teins contribute to A4B17 action not only in the regulation of AR-target gene expression but also in the

control of proliferation of AR-positive cells. Intriguingly, we noticed in the clonogenic experiments that

A4B17 inhibited the clonal expansion of estrogen receptor (ER)-positive MCF-7 and ZR75-1 breast cancer

cells (IC50 = 1.28 and 0.11 mM respectively) but not ER-negative MDA-MB231 cells (Figure 4C). This

finding is most likely because of the reported enhancing action of BAG1 proteins on ER activity (Cutress

et al., 2003).

To determine the efficacy of A4B17 as an AR antagonist, we compared its action with that of the clinically

approved AR antagonist enzalutamide on the viability of three AR positive PCa cell types (LNCaP, LAPC-4

and 22Rv.1). In LNCaP cells with a mutant AR (Veldscholte et al., 1990), A4B17 was less efficacious than en-

zalutamide (Figure 4D) whereas in the enzalutamide resistant CRPC cell line 22Rv.1 with AR mutations and

truncations (Li et al., 2013a; Marcias et al., 2010), A4B17 decreased cell viability albeit at increased concen-

trations (IC50 = 8.51 mM) (Figure 4E). In contrast, in LAPC-4 cells that express wild-type AR (Klein et al., 1997),

Figure 3. A4B17 attenuates the expression of androgen response genes

(A) A4B17 attenuates the expression of androgen response genes. Gene set enrichment analysis from RNA-seq data comparing DHT to A4B17 + DHT

treatment showing AR response, fatty acids metabolism and cholesterol homeostasis enrichment plots.

(B) Quantitative real-time PCR analysis showing the attenuation of expression of some of the AR target genes identified in the RNA-seq studies. The bar

charts represent the mean G SEM of 6–7 independent experiments (*: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01).

(C) Changes in AR target gene expression mediated by A4B17 treatment compared to BAG1L KO. Heatmap of differentially regulated AR target genes in

control (BAG1L WT), and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells compared with changes in AR target gene expression in LNCaP cells treated with DHT, or A4B17 + DHT

datasets.

(D) Quantitative real-time PCR analysis showing the effect of A4B17 on DHT-mediated expression of select genes in the redox and metabolic pathways in

control and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells. The bar charts represent the mean G SEM of 6-7 independent experiments (*: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, n.s.

not significant).

(E and F) Reduced 207-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (H2DCF) oxidation assay showing an impaired reactive oxygen species (ROS) production in control

compared to BAG1L KO LNCaP cells. ROS production was determined in control and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells treated with 10�8 M androgen (R1881) for 96 h.

The results represent the averages of H2DCF oxidation GSEM (**p < 0.01 n = 6).

(F) ROS production in LNCaP cells treated with the indicated concentrations of A4B17 for 96 h and 10�8 M androgen (R1881) for 72 h. The results represent

the averages of H2DCF oxidation GSEM (****p < 0.0001 n = 1 with 6 technical replicates). Also see Figure S4.
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A4B17 was slightly better than enzalutamide both in potency and efficacy in decreasing cell viability (Fig-

ure 4F). We therefore used LAPC-4 cells and performed transcriptomic experiments to identify what con-

tributes to its improved activity over enzalutamide after treating the cells with each of the two compounds

(5 mM) for 16 h.

A4B17 shows enhanced activity over enzalutamide

On the whole, very few differentially expressed genes (DE-Gs) were identified following both treatments

but those detected were mostly upregulated genes (Figures 5A and 5B). This is in agreement with previous

reports of enzalutamide enhancing the expression of a novel subset of genes in prostate cancer cells that

are distinct from androgen-responsive genes (Yuan et al., 2019). There were 22 enzalutamide DE-Gs

compared to 231 A4B17-regulated genes. However, about 63% of the enzalutamide DE-Gs were also found

regulated in a similar pattern in the A4B17-treated cells (Figure 5C) suggesting a substantial degree of

overlap in the action of the two compounds. Some of the published enzalutamide upregulated genes

(Yuan et al., 2019) that are also transcriptionally enhanced by A4B17 inhibit cellular growth such as ferritin

heavy chain 1 (FTH1) that catalyzes the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) through Fenton chem-

istry (Arosio and Levi, 2010), oxidative stress-induced heme oxygenase 1 (HMOX1) whose upregulation is

associated with less aggressive prostate cancer phenotype (Gueron et al., 2009), and oxidative stress-

induced growth inhibitor 1 (OSGIN1) that inhibits growth and cellular apoptosis in a variety of carcinoma

cells (Hu et al., 2012a; Tsai et al., 2017) (Figure 5C). In addition, there were other genes whose expression

was uniquely regulated by A4B17 but were too few for GO-term analysis. However, some of these genes are

involved in the regulation of prostate cancer and together these findings underscore mechanistic differ-

ences in the action of A4B17 and enzalutamide (Table S1).

Quantitative RT-PCR validation of a select number of the DE-Gs identified in the transcriptomic analysis

showed a higher upregulation of expression by A4B17 compared to enzalutamide, suggesting an overall

stronger action of A4B17 on these genes (Figure 5D). This trend was also observed in the AR-positive

Figure 4. A4B17 action in different cancer cell lines

(A) Clonogenic cell survival assay showing representative images of the colonies formed in control and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells following treatment with the

indicated concentrations of A4B17.

(B) Quantification of the colonies of three different experiments each with three biological replicates. The results are presented relative to the colonies

formed in the vehicle-treated samples which was set at 100% (n = 9) and are the averages GSEM.

(C) Quantification of the colonies formed by the different cell lines after treatment with the indicated concentrations of A4B17. The results are presented

relative to the colonies formed in the vehicle-treated samples which was set at 100% (n = 3) and are the averages GSEM.

(D–F) MTT assay to determine the effect of the indicated concentrations of enzalutamide or A4B17 on the viability of LNCaP (n = 3), 22Rv.1 cell (n = 4; n.d. not

determinable) and LAPC-4 (n = 7) cells. The IC50 results are the averages GSEM. Also see Figure S5.
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22Rv.1 CRPC cell line (Figure S6A) but not in the AR-negative PCa cell lines PC3 or DU145 (Figures S6B and

S6C). It is notable that several of these genes are oxidative stress-induced genes and cells whose prolifer-

ation was inhibited by A4B17 (Kuznik et al., 2021) showed increased expression of these genes.

A4B17 outperforms enzalutamide in tumor growth inhibition

A4B17 belongs to a class of benzothiazole-based compounds with a broad spectrum of biological activities

(Irfan et al., 2020) that could display off-target effects. We therefore analyzed its potential side effects in

zebrafish, a well-recognized biological model for toxicology research that allows for quick and large scale

screening in a whole-organism biological system with highly conserved organ systems andmetabolic path-

ways (Horzmann and Freeman, 2018). A4B17 effects were compared with enzalutamide in overall mortality

and hatching rate of zebrafish embryos (Huang et al., 2018). Cumulative mortality was high at 24, 48, 72, and

96 h post fertilization (hpf) when 30 mM but not when 10 mM A4B17 or enzalutamide was used (Figure 6A).

For hatching rate determinations that begin typically between 48 and 72 hpf (Kimmel et al., 1995), no overt

adverse effects were observed at 10 or 30 mM A4B17 whereas 30 mM but not 10 mM enzalutamide

completely blocked the embryos from hatching at 72 and 96 hpf (Figure 6B). These findings are consistent

with published toxic effects of enzalutamide observed at concentrations higher than 10 mM in the zebrafish

model (Melong et al., 2017). The zebrafish results therefore identified A4B17 as non-toxic at 10 mM and

slightly less toxic than enzalutamide at 30 mM.

Figure 5. A4B17 shows enhanced activity over enzalutamide

Transcriptomic experiments showing changes in gene expression after treatment of LAPC-4 cell with 5 mM A4B17 and enzalutamide for 16 h. Volcano plots

showing changes in expression of genes dysregulated by A4B17 and enzalutamide. Genes were considered dysregulated if associated with an adjusted

p-value (y-axis) of 0.05 (horizontal dashed line). No threshold was applied on log2 (fold change). Upregulated genes are plotted in red, downregulated ones

in green, and non-regulated genes in gray.

(C) Heatmap showing hierarchical clustering of 14 common genes dysregulated by both A4B17 and enzalutamide.

(D) Quantitative real-time PCR analysis showing the effect of A4B17 and enzalutamide on select genes identified in the heatmap. The results represent the

mean G SEM (n = 8, p values are **: p = 0.002, ****: p < 0.0001, n.s: not significant). Also see Figure S6 and Tables S1.
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We also tested the action of the two compounds inmice following daily oral gavage of 7.5–30mg/kg A4B17

or 10 mg/kg enzalutamide over two weeks. Among all the organs analyzed, a decrease in the weight of the

prostate and seminal vesicles by enzalutamide (10mg/kg) and A4B17 (15mg/kg and 30mg/kg) was the only

significant difference detected (Figures 6C and S7), suggesting anti-androgenic actions of the two com-

pounds at the indicated concentrations. The lack of an obvious toxic effect of A4B17 in human cells,

mice and in the zebrafish model reflects selective engagement of the compound to the BAG pocket in

these species. BAG1 is a very conserved protein and the BAG domain, especially the amino acids that

form the BAG pocket into which A4B17 docks (Kuznik et al., 2021), is conserved in human, mice and zebra-

fish (Nguyen et al., 2020).

We next used the LAPC-4 prostate cancer cells with the wild-type AR in a mouse xenograft model where

castration was performed to mimic an androgen deprivation phenotype before treatment of the mice

with A4B17 (15 and 30 mg/kg) and enzalutamide (10 mg/kg). Because LAPC-4 cells are strictly dependent

on androgens for proliferation (Garcia et al., 2014), the development of LAPC-4 tumors in the castrated

mice was rather slow. Nonetheless, both enzalutamide and A4B17 further reduced tumor growth

(Figures 6D and 6E) with the latter showing a better inhibition profile despite the stronger action of enza-

lutamide in the reduction of the weight of the prostate and seminal vesicle (Figure 6C). Statistically, A4B17

at both 15mg/kg and 30mg/kg wasmore efficacious than enzalutamide in the inhibition of tumor growth (p

% 0.0001 compared to p = 0.0240) (Figure 6E). Tumor growth inhibition (%TGI) was calculated to be 24.8%

for enzalutamide and 34.4 and 54.5% for A4B17 (15 and 30 mg/kg body weight) respectively. Both A4B17

Figure 6. A4B17 outperforms enzalutamide in tumor growth inhibition

(A) Assessment of compound toxicity in developing zebrafish embryos. The bar chart represents mortality rates of 48 zebrafish embryos in percentages

following exposure to the indicated compounds. The results represent the averages of two biological replicates (*: p < 0.05, and ****: p < 0.0001).

(B) Images of examples of the embryos before and after hatching (24–96 hpf) following exposure to the indicated compounds. The images were taken with an

automated Scan^R IX 81 microscope (with Olympus Planapo lens 1.25x).

(C) Comparison of the effect of the indicated concentrations of A4B17 and enzalutamide (10 mg/kg) on prostate and seminal vesicle weights following a

14-day treatment. The results represent the mean G SEM (n = 3, *p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.001).

(D) Representative examples of some of the tumors obtained after treatment with vehicle, enzalutamide and A4B17.

(E) Tumor volumes of established subcutaneous LAPC-4 xenografts obtained after castration and a 7-day recovery followed by daily treatment for 34 days

with vehicle, enzalutamide (Enza, 10 mg/kg body weight), or A4B17 (15 mg/and 30 mg/kg body weight). The values are the mean G SEM expressed relative

to the initial tumor volume at the start of treatment, which was set at 100%. (n = 7 for each group, *: p = 0.0240, ***: p % 0.0001).

(F) Mice body weights were measured twice weekly for all animals over the 34 days treatment period. Presented are the mouse body weight changes, in

percentages, for each group. Also see Figures S7 and S8.
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and enzalutamide were well tolerated in this study and did not cause animal weight loss or other signs of

toxicity during the entire experiment (Figure 6F). Quantitative RT-PCR showed that genes whose expres-

sion was upregulated by A4B17 in the inhibition of cell proliferation were also upregulated in the tumors

with impaired growth in the mouse xenograft experiments (Figure S8). These results identify A4B17 as a

more suitable AR antagonist compared to enzalutamide in the tumor growth inhibition studies under

androgen deprivation conditions.

DISCUSSION

BAG1L regulates AR action through binding to both the AR C-terminal LBD and the NTD (Cato et al., 2017;

Shatkina et al., 2003). We have previously reported that AR binding to chromatin is impaired by BAG1L KO

or by a C-terminal BAG1L mutant that is defective in AR binding (Cato et al., 2017). In the present study, we

have analyzed how BAG1L controls AR action in the nucleus using SMT that allows individual AR proteins to

be imaged in time-lapse and their spatial-temporal trajectories to be recorded in real-time. These studies

showed that AR dynamics in the nucleus are enhanced in the absence of BAG1L or when its interaction site

with the AR NTD is destroyed, as in the case of BAG1L with C-terminal mutations. The enhanced motility of

the AR determined in these studies provides a mechanistic explanation for AR’s inefficient chromatin bind-

ing in the absence of BAG1L or in the presence of the mutant BAG1L (Cato et al., 2017). We also showed in

the SMT studies that the fraction of AR with a slow diffusion coefficient that is synonymous with AR chro-

matin binding is decreased in the absence of BAG1L or in the presence of the mutant BAG1L.

Using the same BAG1L knockout cell lines employed in the SMT, we showed that the expression of classical

androgen response genes, such as KLK3 and FKBP5, as well as androgen-responsive genes involved in

oxidative stress and metabolism is impacted by the loss of BAG1L. A small molecule A4B17 that targets

BAG1 (Kuznik et al., 2021) also downregulated the expression of DHT-induced ROS gene expression in a

similar way as in the BAG1L KO cell line, demonstrating that A4B17 can be used to chemically ablate

the action of BAG1. With this background information, we tested the action of A4B17 on the proliferation

of several AR-positive cell lines and showed as we have previously reported (Kuznik et al., 2021) that it in-

hibited the proliferation and viability of AR-positive cell lines.We also showed that A4B17 inhibited the pro-

liferation of ER-positive breast cancer cell lines in agreement with previous findings of BAG1L enhancing

ERa action and breast cancer cell growth (Cutress et al., 2003; Kizilboga et al., 2019). Our studies further

showed, through the use of an ROS inhibitor, that BAG1L regulatory action on the proliferation of PCa cells

is linked to a change in the cell’s redox state.

Increased oxidative stress and ROS are traditionally associated with tissue injury, DNA damage or pro-

grammed cell death, but they are also known to play a role as intracellular messengers during cell growth

and differentiation (Sauer et al., 2001). Oxidative stress also plays a role in prostate carcinogenesis (Shiota

et al., 2011) and increased ROS is reported to control cellular energy metabolism and growth (Gough and

Cotter, 2011; Sullivan and Chandel, 2014). In our studies, although BAG1L KO or the use of A4B17 down-

regulated the expression of androgen-induced ROS gene expression involved in cell growth, A4B17 also

effectively increased the expression of ROS genes that are involved in cell death. It therefore appears that

A4B17 uses a dual mechanism to regulate ROS activity to inhibit the growth of PCa cells.

To understand how targeting BAG1 could affect AR action, we critically examined BAG1L interaction with

one of the key domains of the AR (the NTD). We used biophysical approaches combined with mutational

analysis to determine how BAG1 regulates the action of the intrinsically disordered AR NTD. We identified

as a weak interaction site for BAG1L, a polyalanine stretch in ARt5 that is distinct from the adjacent WHTLF

sequence motif that has previously been reported to interact with regulatory factors to enhance AR activity

(Yu et al., 2020). A further proof of the relevance of this region for AR action is a report of a reduced trans-

activation by a naturally occurring AR mutant in an androgen insensitivity patient with an arginine to serine

exchange immediately preceding the polyalanine stretch (Lagarde et al., 2012). A polyproline sequence that

we identified in our functional data to contribute to BAG1L action but was not identified in our NMR studies

as a direct target of BAG1L has previously been reported to bind the factor SH3LY1 whose expression is

correlated with androgen-mediated proliferation and migration of PCa cells (Blessing et al., 2015). A possi-

bility therefore exists that this site may exert an allosteric effect on the BAG1L/ARt5 action.

We have recently reported that A4B17 attenuated the BAG1L-AR NTD interaction and the proliferation of

AR-positive prostate cancer cells (Kuznik et al., 2021). In the present study we showed that A4B17 also
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inhibited the growth of AR–positive tumor in mouse xenografts. Although A4B17 functions through the AR

NTD, it is as good as (or even slightly better than) the clinically approved AR C-terminal antagonist enza-

lutamide in decreasing the viability of PCa cells and the growth of prostate tumors under castration con-

ditions. It is important to note that the currently approved and clinically available AR antagonists for

PCa therapy all function through the C-terminus of the receptor to inhibit tumor growth (Fujii and Kage-

chika, 2019). Because these antagonists are no longer effective with time, there is an unmet medical

need for the development of inhibitors that target other sites of the receptor. A number of advances

have already been made in recent years in the development of such inhibitors. For example, there are in-

hibitors that bind directly to the AR NTD to inhibit AR action (DeMol et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2021), others

cause proteasomal degradation of both the full-length AR and AR-Vs (Ponnusamy et al., 2017, 2019), or

bind AR coregulators to inhibit AR action and AR-positive PCa growth (Jin et al., 2017; Welti et al.,

2021). However, none of these new compounds has been clinically approved, although a few are in clinical

trials. Some have shortcomings in reaching the desired goals in clinical trials and their developments have

subsequently been discontinued (Mohler et al., 2021). In light of these findings, it is important to further

develop AR N-terminal inhibitors that have other modes of action such as the one described here that dis-

rupts the interaction of the ARNTDwith the cochaperone BAG1L (Kuznik et al., 2021). Unlike other reported

AR NTD inhibitors, A4B17 does not cause a substantial destabilization of the AR nor does it bind directly to

the AR. Instead, it exerts its action possibly through conformational changes at the AR NTD as we have pre-

viously shown in fluorescence resonance energy transfer studies (Cato et al., 2017). Comparison of the ac-

tion of A4B17 and enzalutamide has shown that although they have some shared action in the regulation of

expression of distinct genes, A4B17 has additional properties that make it a unique inhibitor. Thus, the

further development of this inhibitor and other BAG1L inhibitors holds great promise for the future.

Limitations of the study

Although the A4B17 results reported in this work are encouraging, the high IC50 values of this compound

suggest the need for caution to be exercised in its further development as a PCa therapeutic. However, we

believe it is a good chemical probe that could provide invaluable mechanistic information for the future

development of more potent BAG1 inhibitors.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

anti-Androgen Receptor (441) Santa Cruz Cat# sc-7305; RRID:AB_626671

anti-BAG1 (CC9E8) Santa Cruz Cat# sc-33704; RRID:AB_626720

anti-b-actin Santa Cruz Cat# sc-47778; RRID:AB_626632

Bacterial and virus strains

E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) Invitrogen Cat# EC0114

E. coli strain DH5a Invitrogen Cat# EC0112

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

(FITC-VQRKRQKLMPGLRK

RLRKFRNKKLENPLD

YGSAWAAAAAQCRY)

Peptide 2.0

Inc

N/A

Control FITC-labeled

NLS-CPP peptide

Peptide 2.0

Inc

N/A

(Dulbecco’s Modified

Eagle’s Medium) DMEM

Gibco Cat# 41966-029

RPMI 1640

dWithout phenol red

Gibco Cat# 11875-085

Cat# 11835030

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) Gibco Cat# 10270-106

5a-Androstan-17b-ol-3-on

(Dihydrotestosterone)

Merck AG Cat# A8380

Penicillin- Streptomycin Gibco Cat# 15140122

L-glutamine Gibco Cat# 25030081

Fish water 60 mg/mL f.c. sea salts Instant Ocean Spectrum Brands Cat# SS15-10

Dimethyl sulfoxide Carl Roth Cat# A994.2

Passive lysis buffer Promega Cat# E1941

FuGENE HD Promega Cat# E2311

Dulbecco’s PBS Gibco Cat# 14190094

Glyglycin Carl Roth Cat# 3794.4

Magnesium sulfate heptahydrate Carl Roth Cat# P027.1

1,4-Dithiothreitol Carl Roth Cat# 6908.2

Adenosine-50-triphosphate-disodium salt Carl Roth Cat# HN35.2

D-Luciferin Firefly Biosynth/Carbosynth Cat# L-8200

EGTA Carl Roth Cat# 3054.1

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate Carl Roth Cat# P018.1

Di-potassium hydrogen phosphate Carl Roth Cat# P749.1

Sodium chloride Carl Roth Cat# 3957.2

EDTA disodium salt dihydrate Carl Roth Cat# 8043.1

Coelenterazine Biosynth/Carbosynth Cat# C-7002

Hoechst stain 33,258 Abcam Cat# ab228550

Hoechst stain 33,342 Invitrogen Cat# 62249

3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,

5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 1.11714

2-propanol Carl Roth Cat# 9866.1

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Crystal Violet SERVA Cat# 27335.01

Methanol Carl Roth Cat# 8388.3

207-dichlorofluorescein diacetate Thermo Fisher Cat# D399

R1881 (Metribolone) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# R0908

Enzalutamide (MDV3100) Selleckchem Cat# S1250

Ammonium Chloride (15N) Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Cat# NLM-467-10

2-amino-4-(trifluoromethyl)benzenethiol;

hydron; chloride

Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 365734

4-fluorobenzoyl chloride Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 119946

Dioxane Fisher Scientific Cat# 10141470

methylene chloride Fisher Scientific Cat# 10616642

NaHCO3 Fisher Scientific Cat# 10553325

Na2SO4 Fisher Scientific Cat# 10032590

Celite Fisher Scientific Cat# 10316691

Cyclohexane VWR Cat# 23224.327

ethyl acetate VWR Cat# 23882.330

Silica gel Interchim Cat# OV004A

corn oil Sigma Aldrich Cat# C8267

Matrigel Corning Cat# 354248

Critical commercial assays

Venor�GeM Classic Mycoplasma Detection Kit Minerva Biolabs Cat# 11-1250

InnuPrep RNA Mini Kit 2 Analytik Jena Cat# 845-KS-2040250

NEBNext� UltraTM RNA Library Prep Kit New England Biolabs Cat# E7530L

PE Cluster Kit cBot-HS Illumina - Novogene

M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase Promega Cat# M1701

SYBR Green GoTaq PCR mix Promega Cat# A6002

Deposited data

The RNA-seq data deposited

at the GEO repository

Cato et al. (2017)

This study

This study

GSE89939

GSE159606

GSE182278

Experimental models: Cell lines

LNCaP ATCC Cat# CRL-1740

LNCaP-95 Hu et al. (2012b)

LAPC-4 ATCC Cat# CRL-13009

HeLa ATCC Cat# CCL-2

MCF-7 ATCC Cat# HTB-22

ZR75-1 ATCC Cat# CRL-1500

MDA-MB-231 ATCC Cat# HTB-26

LNCaP control and BAG1LKO cells Cato et al. (2017)

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Zebrafish wild-type AB strain EZRC #1175

Male athymic nude-Foxn1nu mice Envigo #6901M

Oligonucleotides

Rib36B4 For 50-CTCCTGAGCGCAAGTACTCC-30 Metabion

Rib36B4 Rev 50-GTCACCTTCACCGTTGTTCCA-30 Metabion

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

KLK3 For 5’-CCCGGTTGTCTTCCTCACCC-30 Metabion

KLK3 Rev 5’-GCCTCCCACAATCCGAGACA-30 Metabion

F5 For 50-TCCAGGCCGAGAATACACCTA-30 Metabion

F5 Rev 50-CGATTTGCTTGTCAAACGTCTTC-30 Metabion

DUOX1 For 50-GTGCTCCCTCTGTTGTTCGT-30 Metabion

DUOX1 Rev 50-GCTTCTCAGACACGATGCTCT-30 Metabion

MICAL1 For 50-ATGGGCAGCCTGATGTCTCT-30 Metabion

MICAL1 Rev 50-GGCGCCATGCTTCTCTTG-30 Metabion

NNT For 50-TGGTCAAGCAGGGTTTTAATGT-30 Metabion

NNT Rev 50-TCCTTTGCCCCTTGGATTTGG-30 Metabion

BAG1 For 50-GGTGACCAGGGAGGAAATGG-30 Metabion

BAG1 Rev 50-GTGCTGACAACGGTGTTTCC-30 Metabion

AR For 50-AGCGACTTCACCGCACCT-30 Metabion

AR Rev 50-GTTTCCCTTCAGCGGCTCTTTT-30 Metabion

FKBP5 For 50-TTCAAGGGAGGCAAATACATG-30 Metabion

FKBP5 Rev 50-TCCAAGGGCCTTGTCACAG-30 Metabion

SLC7A11 For 50-ATGCAGTGGCAGTGACCTTT-30 Metabion

SLC7A11 Rev 50-CATGGAGCCAAAGCAGGAGA-30 Metabion

HMOX1 For 50-ACTGCGTTCCTGCTCAACAT-30 Metabion

HMOX1 Rev 50-GGGGCAGAATCTTGCACTTT-30 Metabion

S100P For 50-CATGGGCATGATCATAGACGTCTTTT-30 Metabion

S100P Rev 50-AATTTATCCACGGCATCCTTGTCTTTT-30 Metabion

FTH1 For 50-CGCCAGAACTACCACCAG-30 Metabion

FTH1 Rev 50-TTCAAAGCCACATCATCG-30 Metabion

OSGIN For 50-AGAAGAAGCGAAGAGGTC-30 Metabion

OSGIN Rev 50-CGGACACAAAGTTATGCC-30 Metabion

Recombinant DNA

pG5 DE4 luc Mink et al. (1996)

Ubi-Renilla luciferase Kassel et al. (2004)

pM AR t5 Shatkina et al. (2003)

pcDNA3.1 Thermo Fisher Cat# V79020

pcDNA3.1 BAG1L Froesch et al., 1998

VP-16 Clontech Cat# 630305

VP-16 BAG1L Katia Jehle N/A

AR-mEos2 Emmanuel Oppong N/A

Software and algorithms

ImageJ https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html

ColonyArea Guzmán et al. (2014)

GraphPad Prism8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

SoftMax Pro 7 Molecular Devices

GSEA Software v4.1.0 Mootha et al. (2003); Subramanian et al. (2005) http://www.gsea-msigdb.org/

gsea/login.jsp;jsessionid=3B86CA47

2E2D1D71844F8EC8F4872140

Image Lab Bio-Rad https://www.bio-rad.com/de-de/product/

image-lab-software?ID=KRE6P5E8Z
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead Contact, Andrew C. B. Cato (andrew.cato@kit.edu).

Material availability

This study generated a small molecular inhibitor, A4B17, targeting the BAG1-AR interaction. The material

will be available for academic researchers upon completion of the Material Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability

d The RNA-seq data is deposited at the GEO repository under accession number GEO:GSE89939, GEO:-

GSE159606 and GEO:GSE182278.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the reported data is available from the Lead contact-

upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines

Unless otherwise stated, all cell lines were obtained from the AmericanType Culture Collection and their

identities were confirmed by short tandem repeat profiling (BioSynthesis, Lewisville, TX and DSMZ

Braunschweig, Germany). LNCaP95 was generously provided by Steve Plymate (Seattle, USA). All cell lines

were confirmed to be mycoplasma negative, using the VenorGeM Classic Mycoplasma Detection Kit for

conventional PCR (Minerva Biolabs, Berlin, Germany). HeLa cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco, Thermo

Fisher, Frankfurt, Germany) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, Thermo Fisher, Frank-

furt, Germany). All other cell lines and parental LNCaP, LAPC-4, MCF-7, ZR75-1 and MDA-MB-231 cells

were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco, Thermo Fisher, Frankfurt, Germany) supplemented with

10% FBS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher, Frankfurt, Germany). LAPC-4 cells were additionally supplemented with

1 nM dihydrotestosterone (DHT) (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Unless otherwise stated, for experiments

requiring hormone starvation, cells were cultured for 72 h in phenol red-free RPMI 1640 medium, supple-

mented with 3% charcoal-stripped fetal calf serum (CCS). LNCaP95 cells were cultured in phenol red-free

RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% CCS, penicillin (100 u/mL), streptomycin (100 u/mL), and L-glutamine

(2 mM) (Gibco, Thermo Fisher, Frankfurt, Germany). LNCaP TALEN BAG1L KO and vector controls are

described in Cato et al. (2017).

Animals

All experiments were performed according to European and German statutory regulations and approved

by the Regierungspräsidium Karlsruhe, Germany.

Zebrafish

Zebrafish of the wild-type AB strain (EZRC, Karlsruhe, Germany) were maintained according to standard

procedures. The fish were kept at a constant temperature (28 G 1�C) and under a 14–10 h light-dark cycle.

They were fed twice a day, once with dry food and once with live artemia. The health of the fish was moni-

tored by visual inspection.

For breeding, adult male and female fish were separated the night before fertilization and allowed to mate

the following morning in standard breeding cages. Zebrafish embryos were collected using standard fish

nets and incubated in fish water (60 mg/mL f.c. sea salts Instant Ocean Spectrum Brands, Blacksburg, VA) at

28�C.

Mice

Male athymic nude-Foxn1nu mice (6–7 weeks old) were purchased from Envigo RMS GmbH (Düsseldorf,

Germany), maintained in a temperature-controlled room with a 12 h/12 h light/dark schedule, and fed

ad libitum.
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METHOD DETAILS

Western blot analysis

Control and BAG1L KO LNCaP cells, as well as 22Rv.1 cells (0.5 3 106 cells) were seeded in 10 cm2 plates.

Cells were treated with indicated concentrations of A4B17 or DMSO and incubated for 48hat 48 h at 37�C.
Cells were harvested in 1x Passive lysis buffer, frozen at � 80�C for 10 min and sonicated. Equal amounts of

whole cell lysate were analyzed by sodium dodecyl PAGE.

Mammalian-one-hybrid and mammalian-two-hybrid assays

HeLa cells were seeded at a density of 23 105 cells per well in 6-well plates. For all reporter gene assays the

following plasmids were used: pG5 DE4 luc (0.8 mg), renilla luciferase (0.2 mg), pM AR t5 wild-type (Shatkina

et al., 2003) or mutants (0.2 mg). In mammalian-one-hybrid assays, pcDNA3.1 empty vector or pcDNA3.1

BAG1L (1 mg, kind gift from J. Reed) was additionally transfected to the above reaction mixture. In mamma-

lian-two-hybrid assays, a VP-16 (kind gift from Karin Knudsen) or VP-16 BAG1L (1 mg) was used instead. The

VP-16 BAG1L plasmid was constructed by restriction enzyme digestion of the plasmid pcDNA3VP16-

DOCCR and pGex-BAG1L with BamHI and XbaI and subsequent ligation of the BAG1L fragment to the

pcDNA3VP16 vector.

Plasmid DNA was diluted with serum-free medium (Gibco, Thermo Fisher, Frankfurt, Germany) containing

4.4 mL of FuGENE HD (Promega, Walldorf, Germany) to a final volume of 100 mL. The solution was gently

mixed by inversion and incubated for 15 min at room temperature and was afterward added dropwise

to the cell culture medium. Cells were harvested 48 h post transfection after washing once with 1x PBS

(-MgCl2/-CaCl2; Gibco, Thermo Fisher, Frankfurt, Germany) and addition of 200 mL 1x Passive lysis buffer

(Promega, Walldorf, Germany). For each sample, firefly and renilla luciferase activity was measured in du-

plicates with 20 mL of lysates in a 96-well luminometer plate. For the measurement of the firefly-luciferase

activity 70 mL of Gly-Gly-Buffer (25 mMGlyglycin, 15 mMMgSO4, 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mM ATP) and 20 mL of

luciferin solution (1 mM firefly luciferin, 25 mM Glyglycin, 15 mM MgSO4, 4 mM EGTA) were autoinjected

per well and the luciferase activity wasmeasured in a Victor Light 1420 Luminescence Counter (PerkinElmer,

Rodau, Deutschland). For the measurement of renilla luciferase activity, 100 mL of Coelenterazin buffer

(0.1 M KPi (0.2 M KH2PO4, 0.2 M K2HPO4), 0.5 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.6, 0.2 nM Coelenterazin) was

added and processed in a similar way as the firefly-luciferase. The relative luciferase activity was calculated

by dividing firefly-luciferase activity with renilla-luciferase activity.

Immunofluorescence analysis

For cellular peptide uptake studies, a FITC-labeled peptide was used that consisted of the BAG1L interac-

tion sequence (AR 385-405) tagged with a NLS and a CPP sequence (N50-sC18*) (Gronewold et al., 2018)

(FITC-VQRKRQKLMPGLRKRLRKFRNKKLENPLDYGSAWAAAAAQCRY) or a FITC-labeled NLS-CPP pep-

tide as control. The peptides (synthesized by Peptide 2.0 Inc. Chantilly VA USA) were dissolved in

DMSO (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and administered at 10 mM in serum-freemedium for 20min. LNCaP

and LNCaP95 cells were serum-starved for 72 h before peptide addition. Thereafter, the peptides were

removed and cells were further cultured in their respective culture media for 1 h before treatment with

10 nM DHT for 17 h for LNCaP cells, or 7 h for LNCaP95. RNA was prepared using the InnuPrep RNA

Mini Kit 2.0 (Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) according to manufacturer protocol and qRT-PCR analyses

were carried out. For microscopy studies, 10 mg/mL Hoechst stain 33342 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) was

added after the 20 min peptide treatment to identify the nuclei. Fluorescence images were taken using

a confocal laser scanning system (Zeiss LSM800).

Cell proliferation assay

MTT cell viability assay

Cells were seeded in duplicates at a density of 104 cells/well in a 24-well plate format and incubated for

6 days in culture medium. Thereafter, the medium was exchanged for a fresh medium containing

0.5 mg/mL MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,

Germany) and incubated at 37�C for 2 h until intracellular purple formazan crystals were formed. The MTT

solution was removed and the purple crystals were dissolved in isopropanol (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Ger-

many) and the optical absorbance at 590 nm was recorded using SpectraMax iD3 (Molecular Devices,

San Jose, CA, USA).
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Clonogenic assay

Cells were seeded at a density of 2 3 103 cells/well in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin

(100 u/mL), streptomycin (100 u/mL), and L-glutamine (2 mM) (Gibco, Thermo Fischer, Frankfurt, Germany).

Cells were treated with increasing concentrations of A4B17 and cultured for 14 days. Medium and com-

pounds were exchanged after 7 days. The formation of colonies was visualized using 0.5% crystal violet

(w/v) (SERVA, Heidelberg, Germany) in 20% methanol (v/v) (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Plates were

scanned in a conventional office scanner (Epson, Meerbusch, Germany). The area covered by colonies

was calculated using the ColonyArea Plugin for ImageJ (Guzmán et al., 2014).

Reduced 207-dichlorofluorescein (DCF) diacetate oxidation assay

DCF assay was carried out essentially as described by Ripple et al. (1997). LNCaP control and BAG1L KO

cells were cultured 2 days in phenol red-free RPMI medium supplemented with 4% CCS and 1% FCS

(Gibco, Thermo Fischer, Frankfurt, Germany). Thereafter the cells were plated at 1.5 3 104 cells in 96

well plates in phenol red-free RPMI medium supplemented with 5% CCS and treated with 10�8 M R1881

(Sigma-Aldrich) for 96 h.

Cells were loaded with 10 mMH2DCF-DA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Karlsruhe, Germany) in phenol red-free

medium for 40 min. Cells were subsequently washed with medium and further incubated in medium for 120

min at room temperature before analysis of fluorescence at 485 nm excitation and 530 nm emission using a

multi-well fluorescence reader (SpectraMax iD3, Molecular Devices with SoftMax Pro 7 software, Biberach

an der Riss, Germany). After the DCF assay, cell nuclei were stained with a Hoechst dye (0.3 mg/mL final con-

centration) for 30 min and imaged using an automated fluorescence microscope (IX81, Olympus, Germany)

as described in Hansjosten et al. (2018) (Hansjosten et al., 2018). Cell numbers were determined with the

image analysis software scan^R (Olympus, Germany) using the Edge Segmentation module.

For analysis of the effect of A4B17 on ROS production, 13 104 LNCaP cells were seeded in 96 well plates in

phenol red-free RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 4% CCS and 1% FBS. After 24 h, medium was

changed to phenol red-free RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 5% CCS and cells were exposed to

DMSO, 1 mM or 10 mM A4B17. After 24 h preincubation with the compounds, 10�8 M R1881 or ethanol

was added to the cells for 72 h. Cells were loaded with 10 mM H2DCF-DA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Karls-

ruhe, Germany) in phenol red-free medium for 40 min, subsequently washed with medium and further incu-

bated in medium for 120 min at 37�C before analysis of fluorescence and further processing as described

above.

RNA-sequencing

RNA-seq studies with BAG1L control and KO LNCaP cells have previously been described (Cato et al.,

2017). RNA-seq results on AR target genes in BAG1L KO cells were defined as genes with DHT-induced

differential expression (p(FDR)%0.05, fold change R1.5).

RNA-seq studies with control and A4B17 treated LNCaP cells were performed with hormone-starved

LNCaP cells treated with 10 nM DHT in the absence and presence of 10 mM A4B17 for 16 h. RNA was ex-

tracted using innuPREP RNA mini Kit 2.0 (Analytic Jena, Germany). Sequencing libraries were generated

using NEBNext� UltraTM RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina� (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA) following manufac-

turer’s recommendations and index codes were added to attribute sequences to each sample. The clus-

tering of the index-coded samples was performed on a cBot Cluster Generation System using PE Cluster

Kit cBot-HS (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After cluster gen-

eration, the library preparations were sequenced on an Illumina platform and paired-end reads were

generated. Library preparation and sequencing were carried out by Novogene Europe, Cambridge, UK.

Gene set enrichment analysis was performed using GSEA Software v4.1.0 (Mootha et al., 2003; Subrama-

nian et al., 2005) and the data deposited at the GEO repository under accession number GSE159606.

RNA-seq studies with LAPC-4 cells were carried out after treating the cells with vehicle (DMSO) or 5 mM

A4B17 or enzalutamide. RNA preparation and sequencing was performed as described above by Novo-

gene Europe. The raw gene expression was normalized with DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) and the data depos-

ited at the GEO repository under accession number GSE182278. Differential gene expression was deter-

mined for enzalutamide or A4B17 against vehicle samples (p(FDR)%0.05). No threshold was applied for

fold change.
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Quantitative RT-PCR experiments

Select target genes were analyzed by RT-PCR experiments with RNA from the samples used for the RNA-

seq analysis or from PC3, DU145, 22Rv.1 cells and from tumors collected at termination of the xenograft

mouse experiments. RNA for qRT-PCR was isolated as described above and cDNA was synthesized with

random primers using M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Promega, Walldorf, Germany). PCR analysis was car-

ried out using the SYBRGreen GoTaq PCRmix (Promega,Walldorf) with specific gene primers and Rib36B4

as a housekeeping gene.

Single-molecule tracking analysis

The SMT data were taken with a custom-built widefield microscope with single-molecule sensitivity

described earlier (Li et al., 2016). The mEos2-AR fusion protein was photoconverted to its red fluorescent

form by a weak 405 nm irradiation (0.9–1.7Wcm�2) to ensure a small number of active molecules in each

frame; 630Wcm�2 of 561 nm laser light was used for fluorescence excitation. For each cell, 4,000 frames

with an exposure time of 30 ms each were acquired under live-cell conditions (37�C, 5% CO2).

For image analysis, we used a-livePALM software (Li et al., 2013b), which localizes individual molecules in

each frame. Closely adjacent locations in successive camera frames were linked to obtain single-molecule

trajectories (Manley et al., 2008). Only those extending over at least five frames were used to calculate mean

square displacements,

MSDðtÞ = Cðxi + n � xiÞ2D+ Cðyi + n � yiÞ2D= 4Dt: (Equation 1)

Here, xi and yi are Cartesian coordinates of the molecule at the ith position along the trajectory, and the

angular brackets denote averages taken overall pairs of locations with the same time lag, t = nDt, with n

being the difference in the position index (or camera frame number) and Dt denoting the camera dwell

time (30 ms). From the MSDs, the diffusion coefficient D was computed by linear regression. Because

the trajectories are typically short because of photobleaching of mEos2, there is a large uncertainty in

the determination of D for an individual trajectory, in particular for small D. Therefore, on average 6,000

trajectories were recorded and analyzed for each experiment. The data on all cells were compiled in histo-

grams. These were fitted with three Gaussians corresponding to one population of fast and two popula-

tions of slowly moving ARs, taking the widths and the center positions of the Gaussians representing the

fractions as shared parameters in the simultaneous fit of all histograms. From the areas of the Gaussians,

we calculated the relative fractions of the populations, peak positions yielding average D values, and stan-

dard deviations (widths, given as log (FWHM/mm2s�1) reflecting mainly the large uncertainties in the MSD

determination from short trajectories.

NMR
15N-labelled BAG domain was generated by expressing the pET.His6.GB1a.Tev.BAGD in E. coli strain BL21

(DE3), grown in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 0.5 g/L 15NH4Cl. The
15N-BAG domain was

cleaved off by Tev to remove the His.GB1 tag on Ni-agarose beads (Biozol, Eching, Germany). For interac-

tion studies, peptides (synthesized at IGBMC, Strasbourg, France) were dissolved at 1.5 mM concentration

in either phosphate buffer or DMSO and dialyzed overnight against phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)

buffer, to which 2 mMDTT was added. The peptides were added to 50 mM 15N-BAGD in PBS/DTT to a final

concentration of 300 mM and transferred to a 5 mm NMR tube. 1H15N-HSQC spectra were measured on an

Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmBH, Rheinstetten, Germany) equipped with a TXI-

cryoprobe and Z-gradients. Spectra were acquired with 16 scans per increment, 2048 points in the direct

and 256 points in the indirect dimension. The temperature was set to 26.7�C. Spectra were calibrated, pro-

cessed and analyzed with Topspin (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany). Chemical shifts

changes (CSP) were calculated with the following equation: CSP =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðvCSð1HÞ2 + ð0:1 vCSð15NÞ2ÞÞ

q
with CS

being the chemical shift in Hz of 1H and 15N resonances, respectively.
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Bulk synthesis of 2-(4-fluorophenyl)-5-(trifluoromethyl)-1,3-benzothiazole (A4B17)

Formula: C14H7F4NS; Molecular Mass: 297.2707; Exact Mass: 297.0235. Smiles: Fc1ccc(cc1)c1nc2c(s1)

ccc(c2)C(F)(F)F; InChIKey: HVPGYAGVCOFPJH-UHFFFAOYSA-N

A mixture of 2-amino-4-(trifluoromethyl)benzenethiol; hydron; chloride (1.00 g, 4.35 mmol, 1.00 equiv) and

4-fluorobenzoyl chloride (759 mg, 566 mL, 4.79 mmol, 1.10 equiv) in dioxane (8 mL) was heated at 210�C un-

der microwave irradiation for 20 min (max. power 300 W). The reaction mixture was diluted with methylene

chloride (50 mL) and washed with aq. NaHCO3 (50 mL). The organic solution was dried overNa2SO4 and

filtered. As preparation for the column chromatography (dryload), Celite (3 g) was added to the filtrate

and the resulting mixture was evaporated to dryness. The adsorbed crude product was purified via

flash-chromatography (Interchim devices puriFLASH 5.125) on silica gel (PF-15SIHP-F0080) using cyclo-

hexane/ethyl acetate 0%–10% ethyl acetate in 25 column volumes (1 column volume = 173.2 mL; flow:

34 mL/min). The isolated product 2-(3-fluorophenyl)-1,3-benzothiazole (1.22 g, 4.10 mmol) was obtained

as colorless solid in 94% yield. Rf = 0.67 (cyclohexane/ethyl acetate 4:1).

1HNMR (400MHz, Chloro-form-d [7.27 ppm], ppm) d= 8.33 (s, 1H), 8.13–8.08 (m, 2H), 8.01 (d, J= 8.6 Hz, 1H),

7.63 (dd, J = 1.1 Hz, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.24–7.19 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, Chloro-form-d [77.0 ppm], ppm)

d = 168.7, 164.8 (d, J = 253.5 Hz), 153.7, 138.4, 129.7 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2C), 129.4 (d, J = 3.1 Hz), 129.1 (q, J =

32.4 Hz), 124.2 (q, J = 272.3 Hz), 122.2, 121.5 (q, J = 3.9 Hz), 120.3 (q, J = 3.9 Hz), 116.3 (d, J = 22.3 Hz, 2C); 19F

NMR (376 MHz, ppm) d = �61.81, �107.74. MS (EI, 70 eV, 50�C), m/z (%): 297 (100) [M]+, 176 (12), 157 (16),

132 (10). HRMS–EI (C14H7NF4S) (m/z): [M]+ Calcd 297.0230; Found 297.0232. IR (ATR, ṽ) = 3065 (vw), 2922

(vw), 1904 (vw), 1766 (vw), 1662 (vw), 1640 (vw), 1599 (w), 1589 (w), 1520 (w), 1485 (s), 1422 (w), 1408 (w),

1326 (vs), 1299 (w), 1258 (s), 1251 (s), 1235 (s), 1225 (s), 1214 (m), 1167 (s), 1149 (vs), 1112 (vs), 1102 (vs),

1077 (vs), 1055 (vs), 1011 (w), 989 (w), 966 (vs), 911 (m), 884 (s), 840 (vs), 815 (vs), 762 (m), 735 (w), 718 (w),

701 (vs), 669 (s), 640 (w), 623 (m), 609 (m), 589 (w), 551 (w), 534 (s), 506 (s), 459 (m), 445 (w), 425 (w), 380

(m) cm�1.

Additional information on the chemical synthesis is available via Chemotion repository: https://doi.org/10.

14272/reaction/SA-FUHFF-UHFFFADPSC-HVPGYAGVCO-UHFFFADPSC-NUHFF-NUHFF-NUHFF-ZZZ.1.

Additional information on the analysis of the target compound is available via Chemotion repository:

https://doi.org/10.14272/HVPGYAGVCOFPJH-UHFFFAOYSA-N.3.

In vivo experiments

Zebrafish toxicity assay

Zebrafish embryos were transferred to 6-well plates 4 h after fertilization (hpf) in 12 mL of fish water contain-

ing vehicle (0.5% DMSO), A4B17 or enzalutamide (10 mM or 30 mM) (SelleckChem, Munich, Germany) dis-

solved in DMSO (final concentration 0.5%). Each well contained 24 embryos and the medium was replen-

ished once a day and dead embryos were discarded. The toxicity assay was conducted in two parts: Part 1.

Twelve embryos from the treatment group were placed each in a 384-well plate and imaged at 24 and 48

hpf and visually inspected for dead embryos. Part 2. The remaining 12 embryos were also transferred each

to the 384-well plate and imaged at 72 and 96 hpf. The experiment was performed two times on two

different days giving a total of 48 embryo replicates for the analysis. For imaging, an automated Scan^R

IX 81 microscope (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) was used.
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The data was analyzed at four different developmental stages (24, 48, 72 and 96 hpf) for two endpoints: (1).

Mortality, which was calculated as: (number of dead embryos/total number of exposed embryos) x 100; (2).

Hatching and deformities: identified by visual inspection.

Mouse xenograft experiments

Determination of optimal concentrations. A4B17 (synthesized in house) and enzalutamide (abcr

GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) were prepared in corn oil (Sigma, Steinheim, Germany) 1.0% dimethyl sulf-

oxide (DMSO) (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Male athymic nude-Foxn1nu mice (Envigo) (6–7 weeks

old) were randomized into five groups (3 mice per group) and treated daily for 14 days by oral gavage

as follows: (1) Control group (Vehicle) (corn oil, 1.0% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), (2) enzalutamide (Enza

group, 10 mg per kg body weight), (3) A4B17 group, 30 mg per kg body weight) and, (4) A4B17 group

(15 mg per kg body weight) and (5) A4B17 group (7.5 mg per kg body weight). Mice were sacrificed, pros-

tate and seminal vesicles and other organs were removed and weighed.

Xenografts. LAPC-4 cells (2 million) were suspended in 100 mL PBS: Matrigel (Corning NY USA 1:1) and

injected subcutaneously into both flanks of 6–7 weeksold male athymic nude-Foxn1nu mice. The mice were

castrated when the tumor volumes were around 50–100 mm3. After 7 days, mice were randomized into four

groups (7 mice per group) and treated daily by oral gavage as follows: (1) Control group (Vehicle) (corn oil,

1.0% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), (2) enzalutamide (Enza group, 10 mg per kg body weight), (3) A4B17

group (30 mg per kg body weight) and, (4) A4B17 group (15 mg per kg body weight). Body weight and tu-

mor volumes were measured twice a week. Tumor volume was measured with a digital vernier caliper and

calculated using the formula length3heigth3width30.5236 and recorded relative to the starting volume

which was nominally set at 100%. After 34 days mice were sacrificed and the tumors removed and photo-

graphed. Tumor growth inhibition was calculated as TGI (%) = (Vc� Vt)/(Vc� Vo) 3100, where Vc, Vt are the

medians of the control and treated groups at the end of the treatment respectively, and Vo at the start.

Percent body weight change was calculated using the following formula: group percent weight change =

[(new weight - initial weight)/initial weight] x 100].

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All experiments were performed with three or more replicates. Differences between two groups were

analyzed by Student’s t test and multiple comparison were determined by one-way ANOVA. If there

were two factors (such as dose and time) investigated, data were analyzed by two-way ANOVA followed

by a post hoc test. Data were expressed as means G SEM, and p < 0.05 was considered significant. All an-

alyses were performed using Microsoft Excel 2010 and GraphPad Prism 8 software.
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